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of taxes would accordingly fail. If, on the other hand, the firm
of E. and D. should elect to be charged to income tax, as if they
had commenced a new practice, the basis of the decision would
not seem to apply, and it might be possible to exclude receipts in
question. But, of course, other factors would have to be taken
into account before it was decided to make such an election.

Car Transactions
F. E. bought a car " V " in 1939 for £200 and has been allowed

£170 depreciation on it. It was sold on March 26, 1946, for £280,
showing a capital profit of £260-(£200-£170=) £30-i.e., £250.
Car " S " was bought for £505 on March 12, 1946, and taken over
on March 25, 1946.

*** No " balancing charge " is due on car " V " as it was sold
before April 6, 1946. Claims should be made in respect of car " S
for 1947-8 as follows:

Int al allowan:e £508 ( - 20WI .. . £101
Wear and tear £505 @ 25wo . .. £126

£227

The capital value to carry forward for the 1948-9 allowance will
be £505-£227 =£278.

" EQUITY " bought a car " A " in 1939 for £200 and has received
wear and tear allowances on it amounting to £132. (A further £17
will be allowed on it for 1947-8, reducing the value to £51 ) He
sold it on April 8, 1946, for £560, and on the same day bought car
"B " for £703. How is his liability affected?

*** The transactions do not affect the tax for the year's 1946-7
and 1947-8. For 1948-9, however, " EQuITY " will be liable on a
balancing charge of £560-£5l=£509, and can claim in respect of
car "B" the initial allowance (20% of £703=£141) and the wear
and tear allowance (25%' of £703=£176).

A. R., who is in general practice, bought a new car on March 5,
1946, for £614, selling his old car for £250.

*** For the purposes of the initial allowance the car will be
deemed to have been purchased on April 6, 1946-this is in
accordance with the Income Tax Acd, 1945. Consequently the
initial allowance will be due for 1947-8 not for 1946-7. If the
accounts of the practice are made up to a date not earlier than
March 5, depreciation allowance-i.e., 25% of £614-can be claimed
for 1946-7, but if the accounts are made up to, say, Dec. 31, the
depreciation allowance for 1946-7 will not be affected, though it
will be, of course, for 1947-8.

P. J. will practise as a locum tenent from Aug. 1 to Sept. 30 and
will buy a car for £500 in August. On Oct. 1 he will become a
partner in an existing practice.

*** Assuming that it is necessary for P. J. to have a car to perform
his duties as a locum tenent he will be entitled to -se, against his
earnings in that capacity the initial allowance on the car-i.e.,
20% of £500=£100 and wear and tear at 25% of £500=£125 for
two months-i.e., £21. The practice is presumably assessed on the
basis of the previous year, and P. J. will be liable for tax on his
share of that assessment. That tax will accordingly not be affected
by the purchase of the car in the current year.

Cash Basis or Earnings Basis

"DEMOBBED " returned in May, 1945, to a practice which was
carried on for him in his absence. Income tax was assessed for
that period on the basis of the cash received. Can he make his
return for 1945-6 on the basis of the cash received in 1944-5, and
his return for 1946-7 on the basis of the cash received in 1945-6?

*** We advise him to do so. This is not a case of a practice
having ceased and been restarted: it was carried on as a continuing
practice, though for a time necessarily in a different manner.
"DEMOBBED " and the Revenue authorities both applied the cash basis
on those lines, and no doubt hitherto to the detriment of the former.
Law and equity both justify the continuance of the cash basis for
the years subsequent to demobilization.

Schedule E Car Expenses
W. S. receives a car allowance of £150 per annum as a whole-time

M.O.H. Can he claim as an expense the excess of his expenditure
(plus depreciation, etc., allowances) over the £150 received?

*** He is so entitled in law provided that he can prove the
expenses to be " necessary " in the performance of his duties. But
he will no doubt find it difficult to show to the satisfaction of the
appeal commissioners that the Local Authority does not pay an
allowance large enough, taking one year with another, to meet the
" necessary " expense.

LETTERS, NOTES, ETC.
Treatment of Sterility in Women

Mr. TERENCE ROBINSON (South Shields) writes: Many cases of
infertility are relieved by curing a cervical erosion, which has been
produced often by the use of vaginal tampons during menstruation.
This highly unphysiological practice is increasing along with the cult
of douching the vagina with various chemicals. The advertisements
of the vendors suggest that the vaginal douche should form part of
the normal toilet. If this were desirable, Nature in her wisdom
would have arranged, no doubt, for the urinary meatus to emerge
in the anterior fornix. In conclusion I would p!ead for the sub-
stitution of " infertiiity " for " sterility." Although both words mean
the same, infertility does not suggest the complete barrenness and
lack of life associated to-day with " sterile." The diagnosis could
be altered to sterility in the final summing-up after the menopause.

Intractable Major Epilepsy Controlled by " Epanutin"
and " Luminal "

Dr. T. G. BAYLE (London. W.13) writes: A girl aged 16 first came
under my care in January, 1946. She had a history of major epileptic
attacks extending back four years. The attacks occurred during the
day and numbered 7 to 10 a week. She had been treated with bro-
mides and phenobarbitone without effect. A few years ago an attempt
was made to control the attacks with " epanutin " (sodium diphenyl-
hydantoinate). This was discontinued as the patient developed
suicidal tendencies, and she was returned to " luminal " gr. I
thrice daily. Her attacks continued to be 7 to 10 weekly, all
occurring in the daytime. On consideration I decided that this was
a case which might be benefited by treatment with epanutin and
luminal. and I put her on epanutin gr. 1L and luminal gr. 1/2 twice
daily after food. She was free for a month but then had an attack
at the menstrual period. After this attack in February, 1946, I put
her on epanutin gr. 1 thrice daily after food, with lunrinal gr. 1/2
twice daily-i.e., gr. 1/2 morning and gr. 1/2 at night. Since then
she has remained free from all attacks. She was duil and apathetic
whilst on luminal. Under present treatment she is bright and cheer-
ful, has regained complete confidence, and has taken up an office
job. She is entirely free from toxic and psychotic effects. This is
an example of the type of case which may benefit by treatment witl
epanutin, which of course should not be instituted until more usual
methods have failed. The control of the severe psychotic effects
resulting from its combination with so small a dose of pheno-
barbitone as gr. 1/2 twice daily is worthy of note.

Bread Rations for Doctors

D,-. T. E. SEYMOUR LLOYD (Luton) writes: The Government's pro-
posed scheme for bread and flour rationing overlooks the claim to
an increased ration of a hard-working and vitally important section
of the community-namely, the medical profession. In actual
expenditure of energy, doctors by virtue of their long hours of work
and mental strain undoubtedly exceed many classes of manual
workers. If corroboration is required, reference may be made to
the findings of the Spens Committee. The coming winter promises
to be a time of great hardship for the community with its over-
crowding due to housing shortage, insufficient warmth, and
inadequate dietary, which in small families may approach starvation
level. In consequence a deterioration in the nation's health with
increased sickness is probab.e, which will further overtax the doctors.
who, if they are to function efficiently as guardians of the health of
the community, must be guaranteed a minimum diet consistent with
their caloric requirements. I urge, therefore, that the medical pro-
fession should make strong representation to the Government that,
on grounds of vital necessity, active members of the profession
should, in view of the arduous nature of their work, receive the
same bread and flour ration as manual workers.

Sir William Macewen
Mr. D. LIGAT, F.R.C.S., writes from St. Leonards-on-Sea: When

I was dressing for the late Sir Alfred Pearce Gould, I asked him who
he thought was the greatest surgeon of the century. He said without
hesitation, " Kocher or Macewen, and I think Macewen just has it."

Corrigendum
The authors of " A Short Survey of Trilene in General Practice"

(July 6, p. 10) wish to make the following corrections: (1) The
heading to Table II should read: " Results with Trilene (All
Cases)." (2) Table III should be headed: "Midwifery: Extended
Analysis Table II (Selected)"; and " * Cases" should be substituted
for the word " Cases " at the top of its second column. (3) The
second line of the subheading " midwifery " on p. 12 should have
been: " In less than 20% of cases complete amnesia followed its
use."
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